
Access 1 Alarm and Audio - 10418 Lorain Ave
Cleveland, OH 44111

Phone: (216) 252-3000 - Email:
sales@access1alarm.com

  7656V Leather

   Brand: Viper
Product Code: 7656V-LEATHER
Availability: In Stock
UPC:  093207096761
FCC ID:  EZSDEI7656
MPN:  7656V-LEATHER

Price: $59.99 

Short Description
Viper 1-Way Remote With Leather Case

Description
Brand NEW Viper 7656V 1-Way 1-Mile Range 5-Button Remote Control
Transmitter

Viper 7656V 1-way 5-button remote control transmitter featuring a new fresh look
and style for the Viper 5606V, 5610V, 4606V, 3606V, 4706V, 4710V, 4806V,
5806V, 5810V, 5706V, and the newer Viper digital systems such as the 4X10,
5X10, DS3 and DS4 systems WITH Genuine leather protective case. Are you
looking for a replacement Viper remote control for your system or just need an
additional remote control? Buy brand new from Access 1 Alarm and Audio!

Viper's elegant new 5-button remote control transmitter marks a giant leap
forward in 21st century vehicle security and remote start, and an evolutionary
milestone for the keychain remote control. These slender & sophisticated 1-Way
remote controls feature a clean sleek ergonomic industrial design, made to fit the
user's hand comfortably, enabling effortless and intuitive single-handed
operation.

This remote control is from the original manufacturer ensuring that you are
receiving a genuine NEW product made for your Viper system. This remote



works with many Viper, Python and Clifford systems

 

Not the cheap imitation leather others try selling you!

Our leather cases are proudly made in the USA and are designed to fit your
remote control with perfection. Each case is made from genuine cow hide,
stitched with high tensile strength nylon thread and utilizes soft clear PVC plastic
to protect the screen and buttons.

This leather case features:

Side access port for the "f" Function Button
Clear plastic protection for the screen and buttons.
Raised leather edges to protect the side button from accidental activation.
High quality button snap to allow for easy removal and cleaning.
Thick leather to provide shock and impact protection.

 

Works with the following Viper systems:

3606V
3706V
3806V
4606V
4706V
4806V
5606V
5706V
5806V
4X10
5X10
DS3
DS3+
DS4
DS4+
DS4V
DS4VP

Will work with Viper RF kits:



9656V
9756V
9856V

 

Please make sure you have a working control unit installed in the vehicle prior to
ordering this remote control. Programming instructions are included in the
package and will require accessing your valet/programming switch. Video
instructions will be available on our YouTube page under remote controls.

 

YouTube Channel Link

 

Please contact us if you have any questions.

 

Programming Videos
How To Pair Your Remote Controls Video

 

 

Specification
Remote Control
Works With Antenna(s) 6816T 6826T 6866T 6867T
Battery Type CR2032
FCC ID EZSDEI7656
IC Number 1513A-7656
Frequency 915Mhz
Range 1-Mile+
1-Way or 2-Way 1-WAY
Product Gallery

https://www.youtube.com/user/access1alarmandaudio
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